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SAP ERP is a generic term for all the functional modules of the German software company SAP AG. ERP
stands for ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning or in a more advanced form - E RP C entral C
omponent ( SAP ECC ).
List of SAP Modules - System Overload
What is SAP CS means, full form or CS stands for (Customer Service), a popular SAP ERP tool that offers
the basic functionalities to a vast range of customer specific tasks, is considered to be an important extension
of the Sales and Distribution (SD) module.
SAP CS, Full form and Meaning - STechies
SAP CS (full form is Customer Service) module training material in PDF.Customer Service draws on
functionality from different SAP application components like Plant Maintenance (PM) and Sales and
Distribution (SD).
Customer Service Processing | SAP SD PDF manual tutorial
SAP-FICO: Overview of EC-CS Consolidations Consolidating multiple companies into a unified, consolidated
set of financial statements is an art form. In SAP, two common ways of producing consolidated financials are
EC-CS (Enterprise Controlling â€“ Consolidation System) and through reporting in BW (Business
Warehouse).
SAP FICO: SAP-FICO: Overview of EC-CS Consolidations
SAP EC (Enterprise Controlling) Definition or Meaning - What is SAP EC? Full form or SAP EC stands for
(Enterprise Controlling) , an effective SAP ERP tool that provides automated applications for carrying out the
tasks of controlling the going-ons in a commercial organization; is an important module in the SAP Business
Suite .
SAP EC (Enterprise Controlling) - STechies
Consolidation (EC-CS) Purpose. This application component features consolidation functions you can use for
external (statutory) rendering of accounts as well as internal (management) reporting. To do this, this
component offers different consolidation types that are based on user-definable organizational units.
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